IT IS END TO weariness at sea for two soldiers who sight
southernmost Gaul and Massilia port. After disembarking,
these Romans continue what is now an overland journey with
all good feeling—even backslapping! The younger considers
how this travel companion may not view the time as much
beyond vacation; however, Florianus Marius has strong desire
to help his uncle who wrote, “Come visit me in Gaul, Marius.
Assist at the estate for the length of time you and the army can
manage.” This sincerity indicates to Marius he will no longer
be a ‘distant’, neglected relative of the
ex-Governor Pontius Pilate.
Kyros and Marius have their
‘approved leave’. They work at the
Department of Vigilance, in Rome. The
Greek has promoted well within the
army, doing so despite the being
foreign-born. It is his nature to be
strong opinioned and energetic. Yet for
the trip, Kyros allows himself a vow that runs contrary; he’ll
not dominate Marius or at the arrival intrude overly on the
uncle’s time.
They make good progress traveling frontage road of
Rhone River and pass through Vienne and Lugdunum. These
are two of the dozen Roman enclave cities in Gaul. The
heading then veers northeast along a tributary five additional
days. It is midday when they reach a medium sized village
near Pontius Pilate and ask if anyone hereabouts speaks good
Latin. They learn of ‘Lupus’, who is retired from the army. He
now farms the outskirts. When they encounter, Kyros
immediately asks him:
“The arrogance, we see, in Celts! Why is it so?”
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Marius adds support to the contention, “In our wearing
chest armor and plumed helmets there’s no attention paid us
as we pass by.” Lupus provides an explanation:
“They keep to the warlike nature that, always, they’ve
had. Celts fended Romans off till 70 years ago, then Julius
Caesar enters. He exploits vulnerabilities he sees, a chief one
being their unwillingness to fight under a battlefield
commander. Preference of theirs is to hide in forests, rush
out, and wield long swords.
“Oh, Celts routinely have more money, now, due to
increased trade with Rome; the concern, then, is for their
children. A great number of these become expert riders, who
have a desire to attach to a cavalry. Only Rome’s is the one
available. If joining and being trained, then it’s likely a year
will pass before they’re home for a visit. Can you understand,
now, why you won’t always see smiles as you pass by?”
In leaving Judaea-Samaria where Pilate ruled, he opts for
privacy of the countryside over against city living. The
principal need is his improvement to the mental state.
Pontius Pilate selects the valley for building his mansion—it is
here he shall devolve those memories that are bothersome.
Kyros plans to tell Marius’ uncle of the personal origin.
Hopefully, this shall interest. He was born in west-side Gela
town, on Sicily, an island. Kyros recalls reciting to a class, “The
being this close to Italy allows for our escaping its fearsome
boot—we’re well inside that first step!” Classmates had
laughed for this last part he devised. Always, Kyros had an
ambition wherein he’d join Rome’s army.
Neither investigator-detective is asked to report on the
conversations with a deposed governor; however, Kyros
intends to. He’ll present topics to prompt Pilate into revealing
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plans of revenge against members of the Senate or a means to
have punishments now against him, reduced.
Kyros has a concern he wants to broach to Marius’ uncle
—this is, ‘the Way’. These ‘believers’, as they refer to
themselves, adhere to the revelations and teachings, still, of
the founder Jesus of Nazareth, deceased. He, for three years,
had preached and seemed rarely to need take precaution for
safety’s sake. It was openly that Jesus offered folk many
promises that connected to his personality and actions. To the
Galileans, his teachings sounded benign—albeit novel—and
they received these as hope against their sometimes-blighted
prospects.
This 30-year-old organized all around the
encouragement: “Learn of me for I am gentle and lowly of
heart,” plus, assurance along the line of: “There is rest for your
souls; for, my burden is light.” Too, “Repent, and make ready,”
was the similar message that came from the cousin John,
known as ‘The Baptiser’.
For months, Marius has heard Kyros complain of the
Jewish sect; the talk being: “His teaching promotes pacifism. If
lessons the ‘followers’ promulgate were to ‘catch on’, widely,
it’s then good-bye to our soldiers’ defending faithfully at the
borders against the tyranny of barbarians on behalf of our
Citizenry!”
For one born of the Lion-tribe, Jesus presented as humble.
And for that royal lineage of his, some proceeded to designate
him as King David’s son. Advocates of the man and his
teachings claim they remember his almost every word. Those
parables he devised to have practical, natural life with good
morality number at about thirty. Plus, these contain spiritual
meanings one can ponder, seemingly, for years and years,
despite the man’s absence.
The parables touched on fishermen’s lives, on farmers
working in fields, and are advice for home-based crafters—all,
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There is a further usurpation against peoples’ rights
when he attempts to fund his constructing an aqueduct
between Bethlehem and Jerusalem. To pay for this, Pontius
Pilate would use the Jews’ worldwide Temple tax collection.
Rome oversees the distribution, and this governor plans to
misappropriate it. For as also he Procurator, he devises a
chicanery where the olden-times Scripture that guides
Jews’ half-shekel per man tax collection will partially go to
the civic project he desires to see begun. Jews learn of his
intention, and they do what comes ‘naturally’ for them—
they complain.
He thinks that by delivering a well-crafted speech—and
not having any disdained Roman soldiers present—he’ll
persuade the capitol city’s majority residents to accept his
funding scheme. It had been better that he read a plaque
when, before, in Rome that goes: “Logic has its place, may
even be compelling. But tamper with one Jew’s religion;
soon you’re riot-quelling!”
When day of his speech-making arrives, Pilate has his
logic ready. He’ll tell, in effect, how it’s productive to
siphon off religious money that will bring consistent water
supply to Jerusalem for all residents. There are troops
there, nevertheless—but they’ve become disguised and
with weapons underneath the homespun garments worn.
Jews listen only so long to this prelate’s pontificating . . . at a
point, their indignation-‘boiling point’ reaches, and they
burst out in full fury with insult! Soldiers now consider it
proper time to subdue the crowd. Out, come those
weapons. Beatings begin.
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In aftermath of hundreds being injured, Jews want
their developing of a means that convinces the Governor he
must allow them their observing of all laws within Holy
Scripture, the Temple tax distribution, included. It will be
used only for upkeep of the place! The same soldiers that
attacked get wind of how Jews have no intention to back
down on the issue. It’s strange, but soon after, these
soldiers decide they’ll not again molest the residents about
this issue.
The having close-knit living conditions brings Jews into
accepting constraints associated to the religious life.
Principally, Holy Scripture they study lists practices they
follow. It becomes springboard to knowing what are
opposites to avoid. The Jews live ‘in’ the holy word, which
means: they realistically comport themselves as if existing
before Him.
To one doing study of Torah (Old Testament books
Genesis through Deuteronomy) with mindset toward a
heart remaining open, there is emitted in Scripture a ‘tone’.
It is knowing—not a finitude, not of one’s limited
understanding. Rather, it is that readers gain their
confidence how to live, and that: they have in their hands a
guidebook that is the authentic relating of God’s sole heart
expression!
Now, ‘knowing’ eclipses faith, as some hold that out to
be. The people see—better yet, know—they exist in a light
which God has known them. It familiarizes with Creator
God. Taken together (the straightforward holy rules and
peoples’ registry of them), it gives Jews their confidence
and knowing—assuredly as the sun will rise tomorrow—
much blessing is to follow on.
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But should life shift—elements of it go awry, as when
dire result happens where onslaught and slavery take place
—there is, still, for them a guidance, and this is the selfsame
Scripture.
Preternaturally, “JaHWeH” bestows His demarcating
gifts—His talents—that are meant to manifest alongside
contributive hereditary traits that many births do occasion.
The family members, too, have a part in the mix. If they
attend to the blessed-so individual, they will in the process
be amply blessed. Others—not those of familial relatedness
—have also, as community, benefit to realize. The entirety
comes as God’s bestowal. So then, talents when developed
and encouraged prove to be a maximum blessing to a great
many.
Take those who situate themselves around a talentblessed individual. When providing cost of instruction or
giving cash for beneficial travel or buying suitable
performance clothing—all these folks surely will come to
say, You take part in success of another, you yourself win!
Has not our God said, “Serve the Lord your God with joy
and a cheerful heart”? When aid brings seasoned singers
and musicians into the giving of praise that has no
relatedness to ‘entertaining’ and ‘earning’, well then: What
emerges is of purest soul and earnest entreaty!
Rome has differing views of lands it conquers and
peoples it subjects. All that’s Romish and present in
Judaea-Samaria begins 70 years ago, when Caesar Augustus
treats the region as personal possession. A subsequent
Caesar (Tiberius) chooses his ruler here to be Pontius
Pilate; thereafter and soon, Syria Army Command picks him
to be ‘Praefector’, principal collector of the taxes.
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No knock prior to the manager entering. In doing
it, he awakens women from naps underway. One
stands, cries “Oooh!” and scratches in disturbing
fashion a new bug bite. Travelers (until they sit at the
destination) make their note of an upcoming problem
they soon may have. Here is sparsest furniture, and
without additional, there’s no making a proper use of
the quarters. They see two beds, a chair, small table
and—heaven may have some idea ‘why’—a baby
basinet! Not more.
Kyros fusses . . . it’s another incidence that
continues to develop his ire against the overseer here.
Fortunately, he doesn’t look far before seeing a
charcoal stove heating a brass basin of water. As the
Greek moves toward it, Marius thinks he may know
why.
Kyros takes the shovel and scoops up many live
coals. Holding these, he turns toward the bed that
offends. But out steps the monticule Gaius as one to
intercept. (He’s opposed to damaging an expensive
piece of furniture.) He tells:
“Ho there, fellow! Cease being rash!”
Kyros is with a look that radiates disdain. Between
these two are glares that cannot increase in emotion;
highpoint for it already is reached!
Gaius, perturbed, smartly allows himself half a
minute for its calming. He suggests the bed should
have good and proper scrubbing; this to be done
outside when the sun is at zenith and adequate for
final drying. Such treatment rids the possibility of
pests. Distantly he speaks, absent of any charm:
“This is a good frame—can’t you see?”
Unacceptable as remedy, flashes in eyes of Kyros’.
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Is this the time to contest about what are dictates
Gaius shall have over invitees here at Pilate’s? Who
has the more ‘righteous hand’ of these two who face
each other? Using his known information, Kyros can
lay out numerous Gaius shortcomings. These will form,
practically, a list.
“You ‘profound’ talker in seven languages: as the
manager, you should attend to provision in this room
—ahead of time, knowing the need! That Florianus
Marius have his every comfort provided following the
journeying has importance, for you!”
But Gaius remains unwaveringly against singeing
the bed frame. There’ll be no accepting, either, of hasty
reprimand from who may or may not once have been
the slave! It is staggering—such gall (as Gaius sees it)!
Kyros proceeds. He pulls back linen having its
crimson-decorated edge, and with it, a straw-stuffed
mattress—clear out of the way . . . thus exposing the
wood. He elevates his shovel. Executed well in the
physicality, he casts these out in a good spread.
Bedbugs! thinks Kyros, This, after Gaius’ soldiers
threateningly yell in the courtyard! Simple conclusion
shall I draw: This fat man has limited good he does at
the estate!
This discarded shovel rattles and wobbles,
dispelling its final energy, and yet anger in Kyros has
appreciable upswing. Without a pretext, the self-styled
champion ups and grabs Gaius’ arm at its uppermost.
He presses through it, till muscle be reached. All is
smooth action when he produces a knife and lays it flat
against the thick, round neck of Pilate’s aide, Gaius.
Thick, like a decade-old fig tree. Hmmm. (Don’t you go
carving initials, Kyros!)
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At Gaius’ seeing he’s now a victim, he lifts the chin,
what little he may, away. Bad move, after all; Kyros
follows it along.
“Commander,” Marius calls. It’s not yet as much as
half-demand; yet, there is this wanting to have the
associate reassessing and again talking—with much,
much less motion! It might appear effective, yet Kyros
already has an intention to share what are the known
events of Gaius’ earlier military life.
“As infantryman of the 10th Legion, you were, what,
seven weeks in the only promotion that, ever, you
received? From the liquor use of yours, ’gained
reputation as ‘a drunk’. Too, this became: not ‘a
drunk’, merely, but ‘a drunk to hurt people and make
overall trouble’! First time to have money in the
pocket—eh, Gaius?
“I will have you all, here, to know: There’s many a
soldier who drinks, but few ever have punishment
coming for the calamities they cause to others.
Superiors label you in fitness reports as ‘belligerent’.
Once, when sobering up, you learned you’d brought
substantial injury to another. ‘Poor trade’, there!—all
felt sad at your post to see how instead of a good
soldier, they still had you, alongside!”
All these derogative comments, as heard—despite
their having scanty knowledge of Latin—has the
women crying.
“But luck comes to you—governor Pontius Pilate
has need of help with many Aramaic speakers.
Learned of you. Decided you could benefit with a
‘second chance’, in becoming an interpreter. This, his
most praiseworthy attitude . . . agree, Gaius? Pilate
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becomes benefactor. I think you still need to prove his
kindness is not misdirected!”
At this, Marius shakes the head. All seems
fantastical and not approaching the reality.
“I think you work against him. It’s probable you
steal. Give me a ‘yes’ to that—why lie?”
Marius hears in this: A Vinius Gaius occupied with
thievery(?). It’s wild-enough as a charge, it has no
need for answering.
“You pin that ‘fellow’-tail on me—it places me
among the ‘louts’ of your courtyard! While we walked
to this unserviceable room, my corpus had no escape
of your scrutiny. You looked me over, you really did.
The guess would be . . . you thought I’d been a slave?
“Well, Marius and I serve as Rome Commanders—
is it not enough? Consider . . .” Kyros now pricks skin
at the tip of the point. This brings the little blood flow
that dribbles down. “It was for mother, living on Sicily,
to be—. Her slave status fell onto me, and wasn’t
thrown off, for a time. But never had she choice of
whether she would prostitute herself. That, the owner
elected. And when the tourists no longer saw she was
‘all that pretty’—she had hiring out to clean rooms. No
longer, that grabbing by men.” Kyros has sniffling, and
not from infirmity.
“After a while, she quiets. Gela . . . that ‘seashore
town with island vistas’—place to be ‘living out one’s
dreams!’ That is for visitors to say.”
Kyros gives instruction to the women present,
“Pour out water onto the coals.” It’s done, and this
causes steam to hiss up.
“I reached my fifteenth year. Worked in places
where money could be found. All remained unknown
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to my master. Glad day, that was, when the Kyros-lad
(third-person reference), grown now to his height,
goes and puts money into the hands of the owner,
securing freedom forever.”
Marius suggests, “Let’s consider it as ‘enough told’,
now.” Rather than moving Kyros his way, it stymies.
The other, with eyes drawing shut, stutters:
“D-Do y-you know what Praefector Naevius
Marcus would say to this blade being where, now, it
is?” A nod tells that anyone may talk. With their
silence, he answers himself. “Noth∙ing!” It is as a
reminder that emboldens.
“You, ‘Vaginus Gargantuan,’ are to see to it this
room has all cleanliness . . . and right soon!”
That, though further command, is a source of some
relief—the situation may be heading toward normalcy.
Kyros releases the arm, and the knife lowers. As if
the unimaginably strange occurrence this is, is not
enough . . . there is a turn of event that none can
conceive of.
Vinius Gaius drops to his knees and takes to kissing
the offender’s hand. He says, “Forgive me . . . (kiss,
kiss) for the foolishness of mine (another kiss). Arrival
of Pilate’s nephew (Gaius looks to Marius) was thought
of as yet days away! It accounts for—” Kyros’ stature
heightens. And by this handholding, he assumes a
more dignified stance.
Arising, unassisted, Gaius admonishes himself and
these ladies, “It behooves us all to do better jobs, here.
Is this not true?” The women exchange glances, affirm
the request of his. It is a promise to do their best with
cleaning. A woman steps up to Gaius to take on what is
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a ‘first new chore’; she cleanses that blood away from
his reddened neck.
“In one aspect, Commander, you have erred,” Gaius
begins, “there’s no stealing here, known to me—”
(If not, Kyros considers—and eyes do show—then
it’s yours and their bouts of insufferable laziness.
Make no bones about it!)
“—nor instance of ‘robbing’ respect that he’s due.”
Gaius has set aside this Gela-heritage here learned
of and is stirred by Kyros’ presence. He does his best to
convince:
“In the helping of Master Pilate, as is done as year
follows year . . . it is our devotion only to go to him.”
There comes low booming sound into the room.
Reflexively, the aide takes steps in direction of its
origin. But he pauses and looks over the shoulder, to
invite:
“I can take you both to him—if that is your wish.”
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CHAPTER FIVE

BARELY MINUTES SINCE his being set upon, it is
beleaguered Vinius Gaius walking toward source of the
gonging. This master, said to be irascible, has not
shown himself ever as Kyros has, today. The aide is
satisfied at how the younger ones make effort to keep
up.
The two trivialize what preceded in that room.
Kyros begins a ditty. Gaius hears the muffled talk and
spotty laughter.
“In frenetic pace, he stops
Shades all, as if a tree.
Rushes in and looks about;
Devours main dish ’n’ del’ca-cy.
Each plate, a further vict’ry;
Yet cooks around him cry,
‘See, it’s yonder, Gaius where:
Your star ascends the sky!’”

Marius has similar creative inclination, though the
prosody of his digs Kyros.
“Worse verse I never heard.
This dog in ‘doggerel’ barks:
Ol’ Rex awaits scraps at fireside,
Yet only gets the sparks.”

Neither creation contributes other than to relieve
sheepishness hid within laughs. The wish is to set
aside confliction from the misadventure caused. A
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regression to younger-age, as Gaius hears them—no
need for discerning more; this laughter is
interpretable.
Outside an ornately carved door that speaks of
owner opulence, they stop. The carved-in grapes with
vines and the large hinges show Here is the person
having great importance.
The master is not indifferent to the knocks on his
door—a bell-pull is there to the right for its use by
petitioners. The green cord has golden strands woven
in—this just invites a use!
Gaius assigns to Marius the giving answer for
Pilate’s gong; the aide demonstrates its proper pull, in
the air. So, the ‘Nephew’ performs this, as trial—he
next does it, for real . . . and they hear the pleasant
ring~!
There’s no waiting long . . . from the other side
comes a gong, so much milder volume this time. It’s all
right to enter. Gaius now elicits help that Kyros can
give. It’s opportunity to open the grand door. The old
one demonstrates the strength for the door pull;
additionally, where to stand. The Greek does this, as
shown. Whooosh! blasts hot air that strikes Kyros’
face. He shall assume this: a ‘set up’. But any anger is
held back; now is not a time for displaying it. Hasn’t
Kyros come the many miles just to meet this dignitary
on the door’s other side?
Without any introduction, Pontius Pilate already
has an admirer in this Greek. The young one observes
politicians in Rome. He knows these to be congenial,
opportunistic seekers happy to acquaint themselves
with influential notables. No denying a fact: Kyros
wishes to have his services be accepted here.
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The standard protocol is, Gaius leads in the little
procession and gives introductions. The passage
through
the
doorway,
however,
can’t
be
straightforward; the door for him must be held wide
open; there is Gaius’ girth to consider.
It’s obvious to Pilate that Gaius brings business
other than his responding to the earlier gong. “Yes,
Gaius,” he calls out. It brings the incomers to a halt.
Pilate’s aide and Marius have made it inside, yet Kyros
still is at the door and only halfway in, holding it open.
“Your expected kin and guest are arrived!” Gaius
happily relates. “It is as you said this would be—
congratulations for knowing it so!” Marius is aware
there’s paternal sound to Gaius’ speech; it sets him to
unsteady wondering. “I recollect that I attend to a
gong, sir . . . is there a matter which requires, first, my
giving of attention to?” Pilate’s head shakes out “no”,
which Gaius sees.
He commences, “Florianus Marius is here, bringing
an associate who bears the single name, Kyros. He is
Greek-born, serves in the army, and would like to meet
you for later conversing. Is it convenient, their entry?”
“By all means. Escort them, Gaius, and along this
way.” Pilate stands by a fire, unmoving. He will be his
best, supremely pleasant self. But as to purpose of his
gong, now he remembers. “Only had I wished to know,
Has Sharon returned?”
“Not yet, sir—no (being the answer to that).”
“Marius, and . . .” Pilate begins.
For lingering personal reason, Gaius has reluctance
to, again, freely mention that other’s name. He feels
himself in no-man’s-land: nothing seems quite right—
and more (easily) could be wrong. Gaius inadvertently
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reaches up, touches the prick Kyros’ knife made; and in
doing, this restarts a blood trickle.
Nonetheless, Gaius bucks up. “Allow me, sirs, to
extol achievements had by his gracious . . . this is the
Excellent Pontius Pilate who has had his extended rule
over Rome’s Judaea-Samaria region, and who the Syria
Army Command chose for Praefector, to manage
Imperial tax revenues, the basic collection.”
“Your high honor—” calls forward Marius. Comes
easily, the Kyros’ addition: “Honors, twice-given.”
Gaius smiles. Sure enough, all is here nicely spoken—
there’s no taint from mentioning the couple of
scandals.
Gaius shifts himself aside, whereupon they see this
person who stands at the fire. Slightly bent forward is
Pontius Pilate in the body carriage. From twenty feet
of distance away, he possesses a body looking a
decade-older than his actual, by age. Lord of the
Manor seems lost in this pleasant fire before him.
Truly, Pilate thinks of better times when Procula
was present for meeting auspicious arrivals. The fire
crackles and does pop, yet there’s his difficulty
‘snapping to’ and out from those comforting flames of
mesmerizing affect. Then, it’s his saying:
“Escort them, please!” Yes, my young nephew. Son
of sister Lepida, Pilate ruminates. “Florianus Marius.
Here, be the dear one . . . come show the fine man you
have become.”
On the longer journey, Marius hadn’t lost sight of
how this first meeting might go. Will he show
gladness, at seeing me? Will it be Pilate’s marked
appreciation or my experiencing of mild, warm
acceptance? Marius wants it to become and ever be:
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the close kinship that has a lasting forever! He closes
that distance, is oblivious to, the high ceilings having
Celtic carved ornateness up there. Avoid all else;
Marius wants his full attention to see how memorable
Pilate’s greeting is.
Sadly, attention Pontius Pilate provides is not so
comparably fixed. He has the nearer ‘soldiers’—ones
atop his short side table. These are miniatures, all
nicely carved and carefully painted. Some show
function whereby they’ll elevate shields to counter an
onslaught of arrows. Ten are the horse-and-rider
equestrians in classic V-formation. But for 80 infantry
—many are down or facing contrariwise. A third
appear ill-prepared to do battle. Pilate smiles then
gives attention to his real commanders coming his
way.
“Marius, and true companion—” Pilate pauses,
attempts to recall . . . “Kyros, is this it?” His soft-spoken
question and look go to Gaius—that one confirms it.
“—Kyros,” Pilate continues. “Now, both of you are to
know: we at this place fully, gladly welcome you.”
This is a far-traveled man, one who is mindful of
butt-numbing miles by the hundreds, when journeying.
He hears both respond in equal way—Marius, first,
with “Thank you.” Then there closely follows Kyros’
saying the same. Kyros may have a voice pitched
slightly higher.
Pilate would not have this room be dimly lit. He
asks, “Why have it dark, always, in here?” rhetorically
of Gaius, who sets out now in a circuit of the room to
pull back drapes and curtains and set aside screens.
The aide ponders all this while: What sense can there
be made of humiliation this individual ‘Kyros’ provides
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—an individual who undoubtedly has respect within
the army, but who rashly vents the anger clumsily and
scornfully, when elsewhere?
These two who meet, clearly, are of the Pontius
clan. Those last-remembered images of the other
undergo rapid contemporizing! Their ‘at present’appearances better measure the long separation; plus,
a rekindling of emotion searches out changes faster by
far than efforts to assign exact numbers of years.
The old one could not have greater pleasure than
seeing Marius’ maturation. The two resemble one
another in mouth and eyes—yes! However, ‘older’
sees in ‘younger’ that something which is more: a
pensive
look
whereby
Marius
possesses
perceptiveness. This is partial wisdom that has
another indicator.
Pontius Pilate is ready to believe how
successfulness visits Marius frequently. In him there
appears a ‘straight line’ of unfaltering acquisition of
character-adding life experiences which engender
one’s purposefulness.
Marius gives his embrace. He has this be in accord
with strength he senses is in this man. Perhaps, it lasts
overly long. Behind, Pilate grasps the available hand
Kyros offers. It continues into Pilate’s acknowledging,
“Like an Adonis, you are.” This flattery is given in
Greek. There, too, is a kindly wink. Pontius Pilate has,
here, endeared forever to him a loyal Sicilian.
Marius considers the Greek-speaking is odd
affectation inasmuch as he doesn’t esteem himself as
on the ‘Adonis’ level of handsomeness.
Pilate leads out welcoming words. “Good fortune
that both of you have come. Consider, friend of Marius
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—mine too, now—the full welcome to the manse is for
both.” Uncle depresses the relative’s shoulder, telling,
“All hospitality from Spring Grandeur as Marius
receives finds similar residence in you.”
Not before has either Marius or Kyros conferred on
the other this distinction, ‘friend’. Though they work
together well and appreciate those certain aspects of
the other’s personality, it seems forever away the
discussing true matters of the heart. Huh-uh, it’s not
going to happen.
In the reuniting, it becomes Pilate’s manner to
address Marius first, then disclose to Kyros. (It is
‘protocol’ to become scrapped over time, when
designation goes to be the addressing both as entity . . .
or, later, without consistency of order, at all. Pilate
would like to solidify them into what is commonenough purpose, might that happen.)
“The last I saw Nephew, here, I had not yet been
appointed Praefector.” He raises the voice to a lilt;
eyes do enhance the smile. “In this capacity my
serving had me collecting much money which is going
off to official coffers—alas, they think the amount
always must be more.” Shoulders shrug high in his
effort for being dramatic, then there is the shortest
laugh before the old gentleman says, “It would be best
if they never look inside a certain vault that bears my
inscribed name, in Rome!”
Marius, so it now seems, shouldn’t have taken his
umbrage with guide Lupus about the ‘money’-remark!
The host thinks it politick they know, “In departing
Judaea and Samaria, I left it ‘one Jewess short’. She
was—at the brother’s suggestion—to be made my
‘living symbol of the generosity I’d given Judaean70

Samaritan people I once ruled.’” (If this was intended
as disclosure, certainly, it remains cryptic.)
“No longer were you the boy,” Pilate reminisces. “I
remember the event wherein you wrestled and won!
Does my mentioning it stir familiarity with the event?”
Pilate apparently has expectation it will.
“To wrestle and win—always a favorite
experience.” But of grander memory is the scarlet robe
that gave border to a square, strongly lined face of this
rarely visiting relative. Marius won wrestling events
regularly, and now one victory—though remarkable
then—is hazy.
[He does remember an instance of Mother’s namedropping that used this important man’s name. “My
brother, the Captain Pontius Pilate—thinks the wheat
provision coming to Rome likely will lessen in the next
few months. Turbulence at sea, is the report.”]
“When I ‘wrestled and won’ (Marius has rethought
it) . . . that would have me 12-13 years younger and at
18 or so pounds lighter!” To amuse, Marius performs
sidesteps that wrestlers take occasion to do. He works
shoulders and shows a confidence a 17-year-old has.
“Oh! Excellent! (from Kyros)” and “Yes, such as
that! (Pontius Pilate adds).” Both have approved and
provide him their clapping. Oh, why not?—Marius
self-effuses:
“The ‘young Marius’, captured in memory, wrestles
on . . . becoming gallant!
Absolutely heroic!
Unstoppable as a sensation! In fact, never before has
—”
Pilate holds up a stultifying hand. His preference is
that they assume solemnity, and he tells, “You lacked
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the 20th year. Neither parent of yours had been subject
to those dreadful illnesses and death.”
For guests, sometimes Pilate mimes this ‘death’.
He now takes what any must see as being a torch. He
sticks this in a flame (the real one, handy) and, upon
the removal, dashes it to the ground (a tile floor)
where it, upturned, stays ‘vertical’. The last movement
he’s made, ‘extinguishes’; the hands are open, he steps
back. They have seen Pilate’s dramatic representation
of death.
On what else could Pontius Pilate reminisce? Oh,
yes, “Previously, when in Pompeii I saw you slavishly
nursing away on a slave’s teat!” There is their bawdy
laughter. But it is partial telling; Pilate has more
unruly bandying that, unfortunately, purveys an insult.
“Lepida always was a fool. Imagine! Letting a child
of hers nurse on slave’s milk! Low contract price for it
be damned!—the breasts have their place out front, for
this!’
Marius feels skin of his neck prickle. This Uncle—
no other—will he ever let say that mother “was a fool”!
Kyros feels a sting in all this, though his differently.
Once, he’d been the slave. And anyone thus bound,
regardless of that duration or how distantly it occurs
in the past, will—in the just mentioning—experience
new pain that surfaces over life that’s been spent in
damnable servitude.
“I recognize the quasi-civilian Department of
Vigilance as ‘clever’. It is a needed institution the army
has. You did the investigator training in it. Yours is
Field Commander status within the prestigious 14th
Legion.” Eyes twinkle . . . “It is these former duties that
prompt me to ask now, How would you go about
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aligning forces as shown here?” It is now Pilate’s
outstretched arm offering his nearby tabletop soldiers.
He has a follow-up.
“Can you bring these soldiers into readiness for
waging of war?”
Marius will perform without knowing a purpose to
it. There’s not to be hesitation, as showing reluctance.
Marius squats and begins bringing changes to the
disruptive chaos laid out before him.
“He’ll turn this into the familiar tactical formation,
no doubt. You wait, you’ll see,” Pilate whispers to
Kyros.
Marius locks several together after arranging
shields in raised position. The battlers with short
swords, he positions at forefront. When this comes
together, and he’s satisfied with the correctness,
Marius gives a final ‘just-so’ alignment. Now he rises in
expectancy of receiving compliments. But that’s not to
be—he witnesses Pilate give a shrug. Comes the cold
comment:
“The disciplined wall, that breaks all.” The exgovernor takes unexpected liberty and leans over and
begins removing certain soldiers, his not having
discussed contentious circumstances that an enemy
brings. Soon, Pontius Pilate talks of mental-internal
conditions that rage within the fighters themselves.
“If failure of discipline occurs—the officer here
does not give the orders correctly . . .” Pontius Pilate
removes the soldier, taking with it five more, adjacent.
“And this soldier decides, instead, he’ll run . . .” Pilate
takes that one out of the formation. During this
removal, he upends two others, purposefully. It
perplexes Marius enough to have him ask:
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“Whatever for, Uncle? . . .” Politeness has stepped
aside, revealing felt imposition to be right behind.
“Give proper reason for it.”
Pilate continues altering. Always, it lessens the
battle-ready ones who remain. “Say . . . this battler. He
long has possessed valor, but of a sudden, it
‘tarnishes’ . . . to the end that conscience no longer
gives him permission to kill another.” Pilate removes
the piece. Concomitantly, the old governor disorients
seven nearest—rationale being: “Sense of direction is
lost by these additional, their being near to such as
that!” Pontius Pilate pushes all the former combatants
next to those he has permitted to stand. The tabletop
looks as confused, now, as it had at first. This
battlefield has grown silent . . . uncomfortably so. Of
the three present, Pilate gins up the will and talks.
“Will that famous ‘wall’ hold?”
Marius’ resolve droops; posture nevertheless has
straightness to it. A brief look goes to Kyros; he means
to assure, This “no” you hear me answer with is no
concession that our Legions, all along, don’t have it
right.
“It will collapse.
Seriously, Uncle—what is
envisioned by you does not happen. Has the army ever
broken in a way shown here? Occasionally, the man or
two is lost, yet there’s no remolding to minds so as to
give radical ‘stance’ you describe. Precision formation
is . . . (there’s inability to ‘word it’, and Pilate listens)
well, never shall it happen so!”
He’s next thinking about Pilate: Out of office,
removed from his beloved Empire, Pilate is denied
being representative of Rome. The exile has caused
mind injury that now worsens. Pilate’s shattered,
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quite possibly—he sits here long hours at a fire that
functions as nursemaid to a brain that may be shutting
down!
But as to this toy-soldier scenario laid out, Marius
freely would express Pilate’s modifications as being
ludicrous! Whatever is importance Uncle assigns to
this exercise, Marius doesn’t know it.
Pilate puffs cheeks out. Tightening lips don’t allow
his going on with more comment. It’s for Kyros to take
up and cheerfully manage:
“Soldiers don’t have it as a wish to break rank. You
are right, Commander Marius.” He pats the other’s
shoulder. “This is Pilate selecting conditions wherein a
deterioration in the columns shall appear as result of
undisclosed future calamity, and that coming time may
not be far off.”
“Perfectly correct!” Pilate articulates. “You have
good fortune, dear Marius, in that you’ve brought a
right-thinking comrade along.”
It annoys what normally is an unruffled Marius. All
is so not what he expected his first day, here, to be!
The expression ‘right thinking’, in its opposite
fashion becomes the additional pleasantry all laid out
before Kyros. It is akin to a young commander’s being
delivered invitation to “Come, take tour of Mount
Olympus. Have yourself all pleasant drink and remain
a length of time as you wish.”
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